
Temperature excursions are not just a problem when  
shipping products long distances. Your samples also  
need to be protected as you travel across town. With 
the ongoing development of temperature-sensitive 
medical devices and pharmaceuticals, temperature 
fluctuations add a dangerous risk when you are  
introducing new products to customers. The prote-go 
carrier protects against this unique challenge. This  
performance packaging system allows you to carry  
an entire day’s worth of samples, traveling to each  
appointment knowing that your samples are safe 
from your first meeting until your last.

BENEFITS INCLUDE 
inventory management | lightweight 

customizable | temperature monitoring
easy conditioning | soft sided 
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SAFELY TRANSPORT SAMPLES  
TO YOUR CUSTOMERS

The prote-go sample carrier was created  
to help your sales professionals safely 
transport temperature-sensitive samples 
to the point of care, giving you assurance 
that your product is protected.

External Size 16" x 13" x 14"

Internal Size 25L

Weight 6 lbs 

Temperature Range 15°C and 30°C when environmental  
conditions are between 21°C & 38°C

PROTE-GO SPECIFICATIONS
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Prote-go is manufactured in an ISO 9001:2015 certified and an FDA registered facility.

The prote-go sample carrier combines the style and convenience of a messenger bag with the  
performance of a validated shipper. It can be reused hundreds of times, it is an affordable, durable,  
and convenient option to transport your samples wherever you need to go. This lightweight tote has  

over 25L of payload space and has room to carry your laptop as well as other accessories. Best of all, the 
prote-go sample carrier does not require lengthy or complicated packing and conditioning processes. 

This passive system resets simply by being stored overnight, open, and at room temperature.

Do you have storage requirements outside of CRT or do you require a custom solution? As a leading provider  
of thermal management solutions, the CAVU Group offers a wide array of custom and thermal solutions.  

Contact an expert at 937.429.2144 or at info@cavugroup.com to learn more.

Temperature environment  
from 22°C (72°F) to 35°C  
(95°F) and back to 22°C (72°F) 
every 84 minutes to represent 
being carried into appointments 
an average of eight times per 
day. Notice that the product re-
mains well below the maximum 
threshold of 30°C.

Temperature environment  
from 22°C (72°F) to 47°C (95°F) 
and back to 22°C (72°F) every  
84 minutes to represent being  
carried into appointments on  
a hot day an average of eight 
times per day. Even in an extreme 
environment the sample still 
remained under 30°C. 


